
 

#4750 The Delcam PowerMill 10 SP5 Includes (2009 - 2010) package contains the following: - User Guide in PDF format - Tutorial Videos in WMV format - 3D models in STL, STEP and IGES formats. юDelcam PowerMill 10 SP5 Extras (2009 2010).rar" alt="" src="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/0/0a/Delcam_Powermill10SP5_Extras_(20092010).jpg/250px-
Delcam_Powermill10SP5_Extras_(20092010). jpg" width="250" height="200" / Addendum to the above, the following features are included: 1. Delcam PowerMill 10 SP5 includes the following add-ons: 1) Speech Synthesis add-on, 2) 3D models and drawings add-on, 3) CAD add-on and 4) DCC add-on. 2. DCC add-on: The Interface for command and control programming is LABVIEW. Delcam
has developed specialized programming and analysis tools for use in LABVIEW, which will enhance the DCC programming capability of PowerMill 10 SP5 users. 3. CAD add-on: The CAD modeling module for PowerMill 10 is available through the CAD-to-CAM interface. Through this interface, Delcam has automated the 2D/3D solid modeling procedures which will significantly enhance the
quality of generated Post Processors. PowerMill 10 can now accept generated CAD models for CAM programming and thus eliminates the need to read in 2D DXF files generated externally which are prone to errors. 4. 3D models and drawings add-on: This module allows users to import 3D solid model geometry from SolidWorks models directly into their machine control program via G-Code/NC
CNC controls for high speed machining or manual machining application with minimal programming required. 5. Speech Synthesis add-on: This add-on provides a means to synthesize audio in the form of spoken audio streams which can be played through the Delcam PowerMill 10 SP5 . The power of this add-on is that it allows users to extract audio from any 3rd party program to create an audio
signal and then play that signal in Powermill using a prerecorded speech file. Therefore, users can extract audio from their favorite 3rd party applications such as: Skype, GOM Player, iChat, etc. This functionality is ideal for applications where, due to cost or other reasons, 3rd party software is used instead of the Delcam PowerMill 10 SP5 . 6. Guides to help users develop their own add-ons in C++.

  #4750L1 #4750R1 The Delcam PowerMill 10 SP5 includes the following add-ons: 1) Speech Synthesis add-on, 2) 3D models and drawings add-on, 3) CAD add-on and 4) DCC add-on. 2. DCC add-on: The interface for command and control programming is LABVIEW. Delcam has developed specialized programming and analysis tools for use in LABVIEW, which will enhance the DCC
programming capability of PowerMill 10 SP5 users. 3.
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